Pigeons spontaneously form three-dimensional shape categories.
We explored the pigeon's representation of the shape of simple three-dimensional objects (geons) rotated in depth (four views each of four geons). Pigeons assigned to the Categorization group had to respond differentially to images of four different geons-termed arch, barrel, brick, and wedge-based on their 3D shape, regardless of the orientation of the object. Pigeons assigned to the Pseudocategorization group had to respond differentially to the same objects based on groupings that did not correspond to object identity, which required the learning of local orientation-dependent features (e.g., a concave curve on top, or the position of an illumination hotspot). The Categorization group, which could employ object-identity representations, quickly achieved highly accurate responding. The Pseudocategorization group, however, failed to achieve reliable above-chance responding. In addition, the reaction times for the Categorization group were significantly shorter than for the Pseudocategorization group. These results indicate that pigeons show a strong, spontaneous tendency to categorize the shapes of different orientations in depth of the same 3D object as similar, if not equivalent; they do so despite the vast differences in image characteristics caused by the variations in orientations, even when such categorization is contrary to the reinforcement contingencies.